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DIFFERENTIABLE MONOTONE MAPS

ON MANIFOLDS. IIQ

BY

P. T. CHURCH

Abstract. Let M" and Nn be closed manifolds, and let G be any (nonzero) module.

(1) Iff. M3 -* N3 is C3 G-acyclic, then there is a closed C3 3-manifold K3 such that

N3 # K3 is diffeomorphic to M3, and f~1(y) is cellular for all but at most r points

y e N3, where r is the number of nontrivial G-cohomology 3-spheres in the prime

decomposition of K3. (2) Iff: M3 -> M3 or/: S3 ~> M3 is G-acyclic, then/is cellular.

In case G is Z or Zp (p prime), results analogous to (1) and (2) in the topological

category have been proved by Alden Wright. (3) If/: M" -> Mn or /: S" -> M" is

real analytic monotone onto, then /is a homeomorphism.

1. Conventions and definitions. Let G be a module, and let A c Mn he compact.

Then A is acyclic (k-acyclic; cellular) is the reduced Cech cohomology module

H*(A;G) = 0 (Hk(A;G) = 0; there are «-cells Ak<=Mn such that Ak+1<=int Ak

and (~)kAk = A). A proper onto map/: Mn -*■ A" is monotone (acyclic; cellular)

if, for each y^Nn,f~1(y) is connected (acyclic; cellular). The branch set B, is

the set of points in A/n at which/fails to be a local homeomorphism.

Standing hypotheses. Unless otherwise specified, all manifolds are connected,

separable, and without boundary. Whenever the statement of a theorem refers to a

map/without specifying its domain and range, it is understood that/: Mn -* Nn

is proper and onto. Whenever coefficients of cohomology are not specified, any

(nonzero) module G may be used.

Other conventions and definitions are as in [6, pp. 185-186]. For other work on

monotone, acyclic, and cellular maps/: Mn ->■ Nn, see bibliographies of this paper,

[1], [15], and (vast) [30].

2. Real analytic monotone maps.

2.1. Definition. Let G be a module, and let

Cf = Ct(G) =/-HCl{ve N" : //*(/'H j); G) # 0}).

2.2. Lemma. Let L be a principal ideal domain, let Mn be orientable over L, and

let dim (f(Cf))^0.
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(1) If Mn and Nn are closed, then there is a k (k = 0, 1,...) such that f(Cf) has

exactly k points and

k i= 2_ (number of generators of Hr(Mn));
r >0

in fact, if L is afield,

k <,  2 (dim (Hr(Mn)) - dim (Hr(Nn))).
T>0

(2) If ß"c]Vn is a closed n-cell with 8Bn n/(Q)= 0, then inclusion induces an

isomorphism

H'(f-\B")) X 2 {Hr(f-\y)) : y 6 77"}

for every r > 0.

Proof. From [13, p. 639, Theorem 3, (2)]

0 -» Hrc(Nn) -+ Hrc(Mn) -> 2 {Hr(f~ \y)) : yeNn}->0

is split exact for r>0, and (1) follows. Note that the numbers of generators of

77r(A7n) and Hr(Nn) are finite [27, p. 342, (11)].

From the exactness of

0 -> H&int Bn) -> T7cr(/- Hint Bn)) -> 2 {Hr(f~ \y)) : y eint Bn} -+ 0

for r>0 it follows that H'c(f ~l(int Bn))z% Hr(f-\y)) for lár^«-l and

IHn(f-1(y)) = 0. From the Vietoris Mapping Theorem [27, p. 346, (18)]

Hr(f~1(8Bn))zHr(8Bn), and from the cohomology sequence

• • •«- H'(f-\8B»)) <- H<(f-\B")) <- HXf-\mt 77")) <- H'-\f-\8B»))+-- ■ ■

(2) follows.

2.3. Lemma. Let L be a principal ideal domain, let AT" be orientable over L, and

let f be C" monotone but not acyclic. Then dim C/>dim/(C/).

Proof. Suppose dim/(C;) = 0. If dim C/áO, then/is acyclic; thus dim Q>0.

Thus we may suppose that dimf(Cf)=q>0. By [11, (3.7), (3.5), and (3.8)] there

are a C<° closed manifold Jm, a C00 map h:JmxRn-m^SmxRn-m with

h(Jmx{t})cSmx{t} («7 = 0, 1,..., n-q; thus n-m^q^l), a C° embedding y

of JmxRn~m in AT", anda C°° embedding 3 of 5mxF"-m in 7Vn suchthat

(a) 8 ~ 1hy is the restriction of/

(b) f(Cf) n imag S # 0, and

(c) dim (f(Bf) n 8(5m x {t}))^0 for every teRn~m.

Let ht:Jmx {t} -^ 5m x {t} be the restriction of A; clearly \Jt C(ht)^ Cn, so that

(from (c)) each dim At(C(Ai))¿0 and 2.2 (1) applies to At yielding an integer

k(t)^0. There is a t such that k(t) is maximal for t e Rn~m, and we may suppose
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that / = 0. Let y¡ (j'= 1, 2,..., ¿) (¿ = /V(0)) be exactly those points in Sm such that

Hr(h-\yi, 0))/0 for some r>0.

The proof now follows that given in [6, pp. 201-202], beginning with the third

paragraph, with the following changes: h, m, L, Ch, and Ce in place of/ /», Z, B,,

and Be, respectively; Sm in place of Bp, int Bp, and S; references to (1) should be

omitted, and (2) should be interpreted as 2.2 (2). At the end we observe that

dim C/^dim Ch~^n — m + i>n — m^q = dimfi(Cf).

2.4. Corollary. Let f be real analytic monotone, but not a homeomorphism.

Then dim B¡>dim f(B,).

Proof. Use Z2 coefficients. The map g: Mn—Cf -*■ Nn—f(Cf) defined by restric-

tion off is acyclic, and thus a homeomorphism ([10, p. 33, (6.1)]; the conclusion

should be "is a homeomorphism"). Then C, = Bt, and the conclusion results from

(2.3).

2.5. Lemma. Let f be real analytic monotone, but not necessarily proper. Then Bf

is a C-analytic subset of Mn.

The proof follows from the first five paragraphs of the proof of [10, p. 31, (5.4)];

in particular, from the first sentence of the sixth paragraph.

2.6. Lemma. Let Mn and Nn be closed, and let f be real analytic monotone with

dim Bf=q^0. Then

dim (H"(Nn;Z2)) < dim (H"(Mn; Z2)).

Proof. Suppose the contrary. By 2.4 q>0, by 2.5 and [3] H"(Bf)^0, and by

2.4 H"(f(B,)) = 0. Since/maps Mn-Bf homeomorphically onto Nn-f(Bf), it

induces [27, p. 318, (5)] Hk(Nn,f(Bf))xHk(M\ Bf) and [6, p. 192, (2.13)] a

monomorphism of Hk(Nn) into Hk(Mn) (k = 0,l,...). Since Hk(Mn) and Hk(Nn)

are finite dimensional [27, p. 342, (11)], it follows from the contrary assumption

that the monomorphism is an isomorphism (onto) if k = q; a contradiction results

from the Five Lemma [14, p. 14, (3.3)(ii)] applied to the cohomology sequences of

(M\ Br) and (N\f(B,)).

2.7. Corollary. If Mn = Sn and f is real analytic monotone, then f is a homeo-

morphism.

Proof. Since/is continuous, Nn is compact, i.e. closed.

2.8. Corollary. If Mn is closed, a monotone real analytic map f: Mn -* Mn

is a homeomorphism.

2.9. Corollary. If M" and Nn are closed, and f: M* -> Nn and g: Nn-^ Mn

are real analytic and monotone, then fand g are homeomorphisms.

Statements corresponding to 2.7, 2.8, and 2.9 for C° maps are false, in fact/

need not be acyclic [6, p. 192, (2.12)]. Results somewhat analogous for « = 3 to

2.8 and 2.9 are given in [18], and to 2.7 in [2].
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2.10. Remark. The author does not know whether, for AT" and Nn closed, a

real analytic monotone (onto) map/: AT"^-7V" is necessarily a homeomorphism

(see [10, §6]). Suppose that there is such a counterexample, and that « is the smallest

dimension for which it occurs. Then «^2, and/_1(,y) is a single point except for

s points y, e N, where

s <¡ dim (H*(Mn;Z2))-dim (H*(Nn; Z2)).

In fact, AT" is homeomorphic to the connected sum of Nn and K, (/= 1, 2,..., r)

where no K, is homeomorphic to 5".

Proof. If «=1, then AT1 = 51. If for some ye N1, the C-analytic set f~l(y) is

not a single point, then/~1(j>) = 51, contradicting the ontoness off. Thus «^2.

Let yx and y2 be two distinct points off(Bf), let a: Rn -> Nn be a real analytic

embedding with a(0)=ji and.y2 ^imag a, andletg:/_1(ce(F"))-» T?"be the restric-

tion of a-1 of. There is a C" embedding p.: 5""1 -> 7?" such that d(p., id)<^ in the

(coarse-fine) C" topology [20, p. 25] and g is transverse regular on /x(5"_1) ([29,

p. 26] and [8, p. 376, (2.6)]), and there is a S, 0<8<i such that if v. Snl^Rn

is a C embedding with i/(/u, v)< 8, then/is transverse regular on v(5"_1) ([29, p.

27] and [8, p. 376, (2.6)]). By [31, p. 654, Theorem 2] there is a real analytic em-

bedding v : 5" "1 -> 7?" such that ¿/(¿i, v) < 8. For r > 0 let vr be the embedding defined

by vr(x) = r-v(x); for r in some open interval J about 1, d(fi,vr)<8 also. Thus

g_1(vr(5""1))=F""1 is a real analytic («— l)-manifold also [29, p. 23], and by the

minimality of«, glF""1: F""1 -*• vr(5"_1) is a homeomorphism for all reJ. The

open set V=(J {vr(5"_1) : re/} has compact closure and separates Rn with 0

in a bounded component of Rn- V. It follows that yx and y2 are in different com-

ponents off(Bf). Since v^ and y2 were arbitrary,/(F7) is a closed 0-dimensional set.

By [3], if f'\y) is Z2-acyclic, it is a single point; the second conclusion follows

from 2.2(1).

For the third conclusion, there are (as above) mutually disjoint real analytic

«-balls B,<=Nn such that y, e int B, and/is transverse regular on 8B,; thus/_1(3iF)

is homeomorphic to 5"_1, and the conclusion results from 2.2(1).

3. Acyclic maps. In this section the cohomology coefficient module (G^O)

is arbitrary, unless otherwise stated.

3.1. Lemma. Let Km be a closed m-manifold (m = 2 or 3), and let A: Km —» Sm

be acyclic. Then Km is orientable, and K2 is homeomorphic to S2.

Proof. By the Vietoris Mapping Theorem [27, p. 346, (18)]

A*:TT'(5m;G)s: H\Km; G),

and F is a finite polyhedron.

Suppose that Km is nonorientable. Then Hm(Km;Z)xZ2, and from the naturality
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of the Universal Coefficient Theorem [27, p. 236, (1)], some homomorphism

a ® 1 : Z ® G -^ Z2 ® G

is an isomorphism; thus, for every g e G, 2g = 0. From [27, p. 206, E.2]/7m_1(Â'm; Z)

has a summand of Z2, and hence Horn (Hm„x(Km; Z), G)^0. Since Hm-\Km; G)

= 0, a contradiction results [27, p. 243, (3)].

Since H\K2; G) = 0, the second conclusion is immediate from the classification

of closed orientable 2-manifolds [27, p. 148-149].

3.2. Remark. For any closed 3-manifold M3 there is a smallest natural number

p(M3) such that, if M3 is homeomorphic to the connected sum of closed 3-

manifolds K¡ (/'= 1, 2,..., p(M3)+ 1), then at least one of the K¡ is homeomorphic

to S3 [12, p. 253]. In case M3 is orientable, M3 actually has a unique decomposition

into primes [19].

3.3. Proposition. Let f be a C3 proper monotone map, and let Y^Nn be the

smallest closed subset such that f~1(y) is cellular for each y e Nn— Y.

(a) Then dim Y^n — 2.

(b) IfH1(f'1(y)) = 0 except for a discrete set of y e Nn, then

(i) dim yán —3, and

(ii) for every open set i/cjV with tt1(í/) = 0, ttx(U- Y) = 0.

(c) If, in addition, « = 3, then Y is discrete.

(d) If, in addition, M3 is closed, then there is a C3 closed 3-manifold K3 such that

M3 is dijfeomorphic to N3 jf K3 and the number of points v( Y) ̂ p(K3) üp(M3).

(lfMn is orientable, then/»(A:3)=/»(M3)-/»(A3) (Remark 3.2).)

Proof. Conclusion (a) results from [6, p. 189, (2.6)] and [9, Proposition 4].

Suppose that (b) is false. Then [11, p. 80, (3.7)] there is a C3 embedding

A: SmxRn-m^ Nn (w = 0, 1, or 2) such that/is transverse regular on A(Smx{r})

and A(5mx{0)n Y+ 0 for each t e Rn~m. By [11, p. 80, (3.5)] there are £>0, a C3

closed «7-manifold Lm, and a diffeomorphism o of Lm x S(0, e) onto/- J(A(Sm x S(0, e)))

such that A-1/CT(7mx{i})c:5mx{/} for each teS(0,e). From [6, (2.6)], «i = 2. Let

g=A-Va.

Since / is monotone onto, 72 is connected [32, p. 138, (2.2)] and g(72x{i})

= S2x{t}; thus for every (w, t) e S2xS(0, e), g-\w,t)^L2x{t}, so that

H2(g'1(w, t)) = 0. Since H1(f~1(y)) = 0 except for a discrete set of y e Nn, we may

suppose that H1(g~1(w, t)) = 0 for every (w, t)e S2x S(0, e); thus g is acyclic.

By 3.1 L2 is homeomorphic to S2. From [6, p. 191, (2.11)] each H1(g~1(w, t);Z2)

= 0, so that Hx(g-\w, r);Z2) = 0. For each open subset U of 72x5(0, e) with

g'\w, t)<=U, there is [24, p. 853, Lemma 2] a closed 2-cell D^U n (K2x{t}) with

g_1(w, i)<=int D. Since there is a S>0 with DxS(t, 8)c ¡J, g'1(w, t) is cellular in

I? x 5(0, ¿), and a contradiction results. Thus (b) is proved.

Now suppose, in addition, that « = 3. Let y e Y and let B3 be a C3 3-ball with

yeint(B3); we may suppose that H1(f~1(y)) = 0 for each ye dB3 and that/is
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transverse regular on 8B3 ([29, p. 26] and [8, p. 376, (2.6)]). By [29, p. 23} f~x(cB3)

is a C3 2-manifold, and it follows as above that f~\8B) is homeomorphic, and

thus C3 diffeomorphic, to 52.

Let L3 (T3) be the C3 3-manifold obtained from f~\B3) (B3) by identifying

f~\8B3) (8B) to a point a (b). Let g: F3 -» F3 be the map defined by g(a) = b and

g|/_1(int F3)=/|/_1(int B3); since g is C3 except on g~l(b) = {a}, we may suppose

[6, p. 189, (2.4)] that g is C3. Thus to prove that y is an isolated point of Y, and

hence prove (c), it suffices to prove (d) for g.

Thus we may suppose that AT3 is closed; hence A3 is closed. Let y, (i=l, 2,. .., s)

be distinct points of Y; choose as above C3 3-balls Bf with y, e int (Bf),/transverse

regular on 8Bf, and the Bf mutually disjoint. From the definition of Y we may

suppose that no/_1(F,3) is a 3-cell. Let Kf be the C3 manifold obtained by attach-

ing a copy of the unit 3-ball D3 to f~1(Bf) by a diffeomorphism of their boundaries;

let P3 be similarly obtained from M3 — \J,f~1(int Bf) by attaching s copies of D3.

Let Kf be the connected sum of the Kf; then AT3 is diffeomorphic to F3 § K3.

It follows from 3.2 that s^p(K3), which is p(M3)-p(N3) if AT3 (and hence TV3)

is orientable.

Hence we may suppose that y, (i=l,2,..., s) are all the points of Y. Define

A: F3 -» A'3 by h(x)=f(x) for x e AT3- Ui/_1(int Bf), and on the balls it is the

cone map. Then A is cellular, F3 is homeomorphic to A'3 [1], and thus [21] diffeo-

morphic to A3 (or simply use [6, p. 189, (2.4)] and 3.8).

3.4. Examples. Let/: M3 -> 53 be the example of [6, (4.5)], and let 1 be the

identity map on 5"~3; then dim Y=n — 3 for/xl. In (b) some hypothesis is

needed [6, (2.12)].

3.5. Corollary. Let M3 and N3 be closed, and let f be a C3 acyclic map. Then

there is a cohomology 3-sphere K3 such that N3 # K3 is diffeomorphic to M3 and

f~x(y) is cellular for all but at most p(K3) points y e N3, where p(K3) is the number

of non trivial cohomology 3-spheres in the prime decomposition of K3.

Proof. In the above proof it is immediate from 3.1 and the Vietoris Mapping

Theorem applied to g that K, are orientable and cohomology 3-spheres. Thus K3

and every summand of K3 are (orientable) cohomology 3-spheres.

3.6. Corollary. Let AT3 and N3 be closed, and let f: M3 -+ N3 andg: Ñ3 -> AT3

be C3 acyclic. Then f and g are cellular, and AT3 and N3 are diffeomorphic.

Proof. By 3.5 M3zN3#K3 and N3zM3#L3, so that M3xM3#K3#L3.

From 3.2 K3zS3zzL3, and the conclusion results from 3.5.

3.7. Corollary. Let AT3 be closed, and let f: AT3 -*■ AT3 be C3 acyclic. Then fis

cellular.

If AT3 is orientable in 3.7 and 3.8, then 1-acyclic suffices.

3.8. Corollary. ///: 53 -> AT3 is C3 l-acyclic, then fis cellular and M3xS3.
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Alden Wright [33], [34] has proved analogs of 3.3(c), (d), 3.5, 3.6, 3.7, and 3.8:

he assumes no differentiability hypothesis, but instead of 1-acyclic over an arbitrary

coefficient module, he assumes strongly 1-acyclic over Z or Zp (p prime). In addition

the techniques in the proof (of 3.3) are quite different from his.

Corollaries 3.5, 3.6, and 3.7 are somewhat analogous to results of McMillan

[18], and 3.8 is analogous to [17, Theorems 2 and 3] (note that the coefficient

module is arbitrary in our case). Actually the author proved 3.2, [11, p. 80, (3.7)]

and 3.5 in the spring of 1966, but he has been tardy about publishing them. See also

McMillan [16, pp. 134-135, Theorem 5 and Addendum 2], and [15, Corollary 3.5]

(see [17]) and Armentrout [1] and [2].

Armentrout [1] has proved (essentially) the following result in the topological

category, where it is quite deep. (See also [26].) We now observe that it can be

easily obtained in the differential category.

3.9. Proposition. Let f: M3 -> N3 be C3 cellular, and let e: N3^(0, oo) be

continuous. Then there is a C3 diffeomorphism h: M3 -> N3 such that d(f(x), h(x))

< s(f(x))for each x e M3.

Proof. We may suppose that e is sufficiently small that, for each y e A73,

f~1(S(y, e(y))) is contained in a closed 3-cell. Let 7 be a C3 triangulation of N3

of mesh less than e; by [11, p. 78, (3.4)] we may suppose that/is transverse regular

on each simplex of each dimension. As in the proof of 3.3 for each r-simplex

crr (r = 0, 1, 2), /_1(crr);s<rr, and f~1(do3)'^do3. From the transverse regularity

/" \do3) is bicollared, so that [4] /" \o3)x o3. Thus the/" V) define a C3 triangula-

tion of M3, and a simplicial homeomorphism g: M3 -»■ N3; h results from [21].

In general dim «, this argument, using induction, fails, since it is not clear that

ff-^into'y.f-^ntcj^^into'

is cellular for r<«. If the Poincaré Conjecture is true in dimensions 3 and 4, it is.

4. A differential characterization of monotone maps. The hypothesis 7^ 0 is

needed [5, p. 707,(11)].

4.1. Remark. Let Mn and Nn be oriented manifolds, and let f be C1, not neces-

sarily onto, such that the Jacobian determinant 7^0 on every nonempty open set.

Then fis monotone onto if and only ;/deg/= 1 andJ^O or deg/= — 1 and 7^0.

Proof. "Only if" is immediate from Sard's Theorem [28, p. 47, Theorem 3.1]

and [28, p. 127, Theorem 4.2].

Suppose deg/=l, 7^0, and /is not monotone. Then for some y e Nn,f~1(y)

has at least two components Yx and Y2. Choose a closed «-ball U such that Yx

and Y2 are in different components f/ and U2 off~x(U). Then/(bdy U)^bdy U,

and the local degree p(y,f, U) [23, §11.2] is independent of y e int U. Let w e int U

he a regular value [28, p. 47]; from the hypotheses, w ef(U) for at most one i—say

w$f(Ux). Thus p(w,fi Ux) = 0, so that p(y,f, i/) = 0 for every y e int U. Since

J | Ux ̂  0, there is a regular point x e int Ux —f~ \f(Rn - x)), so that p(f(x), fi Ux)=l,

and a contradiction results.
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5. Improved hypotheses in [7].

5.1. Remark. FAe differentiability hypotheses of various results in [7] can be

improved, viz. C" can be replaced by

(1.3) C""' ([25] or [9]),

(1.5), (1.6), (1.7), (1.8), (1.9) C2 (use above (1.3)),

(2.1) (the structure theorem for differentiable open maps) C3 (proof below),

(2.2), (2.3) C3 (use above (2.1)),

(2.5) C3 (proof below).

In addition the hypothesis "AT" is compact" in (1.8) and (2.1) can be replaced

by "/is proper".

Proof. (2.1) For the first conclusion, use the original proof, but with the above

(1.3). For the second conclusion, follow the original proof through the last full

paragraph on p. 93. It suffices to prove that 77, d: Fn _ 3(/) ; suppose the contrary.

Given x e Bf, choose a connected open neighborhood V of x such that/(F) is

an open «-ball and g=f\ V: V -^f(V) is a proper map [11, p. 74, (1.14)]. By above

(1.3) dimFn_3(/)^dim/(Fn_3(/))â«-3, and since f(Rn.3(f)) is closed

V—f(Rn_3(f)) is connected. By [9, Theorem 1] V—f(Rn_3(f)) is simply connected,

so that the covering map [22, p. 128] g\(V— f~\f(Rn-3(f)))) is a homeomorphism.

Thus g is a homeomorphism, contradicting the choice of x.

(2.5) The argument is unchanged, except for the case Fn_1(/)<=F0(/). Thus

B,c:Rn-3(f); by above (1.3) dim T?n_3(/)^« —3, by above (1.7)/is open, and by

the above (2.1)/is a local homeomorphism, yielding the desired contradiction.
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